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Room Temperature Activation of H2 by a Surface Frustrated 

Lewis Pair  

Lu Wang[a], ‡, Tingjiang Yan[a], [b], ‡,*, Rui Song[a], [c], Wei Sun[a], Yuchan Dong[a], Jiuli Guo[a], [d], Zizhong 

Zhang[e], Xuxu Wang[e], Geoffrey A. Ozin[a],*  

Abstract: Surface Frustrated Lewis Pairs (SFLPs) have been 

implicated in the gas-phase heterogeneous (photo)catalytic 

hydrogenation of CO2 to CO and CH3OH by In2O3-x(OH)y. A key step 

in the reaction pathway is envisioned to be the heterolysis of H2 on a 

proximal Lewis acid-Lewis base Pair, the SFLP, the chemistry of 

which is described as In•••In-OH + H2  In-OH2
+•••In-H-. The 

product of the heterolysis, thought to be a protonated hydroxide 

Lewis base In-OH2
+ and a hydride coordinated Lewis acid In-H-, can 

react with CO2 to form either CO or CH3OH. While the experimental 

and theoretical evidence is compelling for heterolysis of H2 on the 

SFLP, all conclusions derive from indirect proof, and direct 

observation remains lacking. Unexpectedly, we have discovered 

rhombohedral In2O3-x(OH)y can enable dissociation of H2 at room 

temperature, which allows its direct observation by several analytical 

techniques. The collected analytical results lean towards the 

heterolysis rather than the homolysis reaction pathway.  

A frustrated Lewis pair (FLP) is a chemical system, consisting of 

both a Lewis acid and a Lewis base, sterically prevented from 

forming a Lewis acid-Lewis base adduct[1]. This behavior, well 

known in molecular organic compounds in solution, provides a 

platform for activating or dissociating small molecules; for 

instance, H2 and CO2
[2]. Practical implementation of these 

homogeneous FLP systems requires 

recovery/purification/separation of product and catalysts. It is 

highly desirable therefore, to develop heterogeneous FLP 

analogues, in order to overcome the challenges confronted 

when working under homogeneous conditions[3]. 

Dissociation of H2 is ubiquitous in homogeneously and 

heterogeneously catalysed hydrogenation reactions, such as the 

CO2 reduction reaction.[2a, 2d, 3f, 3g], [3l, 4] In the case of the surface 

frustrated Lewis pair (SFLP), the only evidence for the 

dissociation of H2 stems from Density Functional Theory (DFT), 

and experimental evidence remains lacking.[3e, 4a, 5] 

Recently we have discovered that the rhombohedral polymorph 

of rh-In2O3-x(OH)y is around two orders of magnitude more 

reactive than the cubic form of c-In2O3-x(OH)y for the production 

of CO or CH3OH by the heterogeneous hydrogenation of 

gaseous CO2.[6] In order to understand this significant difference 

in reactivity between these two polymorphs, we sought ways of 

dissecting the surface chemistry into the individual H2 and CO2 

steps to gain an insight into the actual H2 + CO2 reaction 

pathway. To our surprise, we discovered that H2 reacted at room 

temperature with rh-In2O3-x(OH)y, a chemistry discovery which 

bodes well for a wide range of transition metal free 

hydrogenation reactions[2a, 7]. 

 

Figure 1. Characterization of as-synthesized rh-In2O3-x(OH)y nanocrystals. 

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy images of (a) InOOH and (b) 

rh-In2O3-x(OH)y; (c) PXRD patterns of InOOH and rh-In2O3-x(OH)y; (d) High 

resolution O 1s core level XPS of rh-In2O3-x(OH)y. De-convolution of the O 1s 

XPS exhibits three distinct peaks at 529.54 eV (OI), 531.11 eV (OII) and 

532.03 eV (OIII), which can be assigned as surface oxide, oxygen vacancies 

and hydroxyl groups, respectively. 

The synthesis of rh-In2O3-x(OH)y nanocrystals employs 

temperature-controlled dehydroxylation of InOOH nanocrystals. 

Shown in Figure 1a-b are representative transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) images of InOOH and rh-In2O3-x(OH)y 

nanocrystals with a similar particle size of ~20nm. The powder 

X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of the precursors and prepared 

samples are shown in Figure 1c, which revealed the formation 

of a phase-pure, corundum structure-type, rhombohedral In2O3-

x(OH)y. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) provides 
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invaluable information on the elemental composition as well as 

oxidation state (Figure S1). The spin-orbit doublet In 3d core 

level XPS ionization potentials at 443.97 eV and 451.47 eV 

confirm the oxidation state of In(III) and the formation of indium 

oxide. The O 1s core level XPS spectra shown in Figure 1d can 

be fitted into 3 distinct peaks at 529.54 eV, 531.11 eV and 

532.03 eV, which can be assigned to the ionization potential of 

oxide (OI), oxygen vacancy (OII) and hydroxide (OIII) groups, 

respectively. Gas-phase, flow catalysis studies define the most 

active form of rh-In2O3-x(OH)y for the production of CO or CH3OH 

by hydrogenation of CO2 to be the sample dehydroxylated at 

350 °C.[6] 

 

Figure 2. Operando DRIFT study of rh-In2O3-x(OH)y nanocrystals under 

different conditions. Surface species formed over rh-In2O3-x(OH)y in the hydride 

region under (a) H2 atmosphere and (b) D2 atmosphere; hydroxyl region under 

(c) H2 atmosphere and (d) D2 atmosphere. Conditions: room temperature, 

atmospheric pressure, 3 sccm H2 or D2 and 17 sccm He. The ϕx’ and νx’ 

represent the D2 isotope shifted peaks of ϕx and νx, respectively. 

The diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy 

(DRIFTS) observations, notably reveal the growth of intense 

vibrational modes in the fingerprint hydroxyl stretching and 

deformation region and hydride stretching region. The ZnSe 

window of the operando DRIFTS cell provides access to the 

infrared vibrational fingerprint range 1000-4000 cm-1. All of these 

modes show the expected harmonic oscillator D2 isotope shift, 

(D/H) = 2, diagnostic of vibrational modes involving hydroxyl 

and hydride species (Figure 2a-c).  

In Figure 2a, ϕ1 with peaks located at 1631 and 1615 cm-1 are 

attributed to the terminal In-H- which are possibly overlapping 

with the vibrational modes of In-OH+ (formed via proton 

migration) and In-OH2
+.Then ϕ2 at 1400 cm-1 can be possibly be 

assigned to In-H- on an In(III) site with different Lewis acidity. For 

ϕ3 at 1335 cm-1 and ϕ6 around 1150 cm-1 that showed up at the 

3rd DRIFTS scan after 5 minute recording, can likely be 

associated to a bridging In-H--In, which can reduce the 

population of active SFLP sites and result in the decrease of the 

peak intensity relating to terminal In-H-, In-OH+ and In-OH2
+. 

Similarly, ϕ2, ϕ4 and ϕ5 with peaks in between 1220 and 1300 cm-

1 might relate to In-H- or In-OH2
+ on a SFLP site with different 

Lewis acidity and Lewis basicity.[8]  

Support for these species identification stems from their 

disappearance at higher temperatures, and along with the shift 

of the relatively board peak of ϕ1 at 1613 cm-1 to ϕ1’ at 1263 cm-1 

(In-D- and In-OD2
+), and shift out of range of ϕ2 to ϕ6 under D2, 

(Figure 2b and Figure S2-3). The presence of both ϕ1 and ϕ1’ 

under D2 condition can be explained by isotopic H/D exchange 

and proton migration. In the hydroxyl stretching and deformation 

region (Figure 2c), ν1 at ~3700 cm-1 indicates surface terminal 

In-OH+ and In-OH2
+ species, and ν2 at ~3646 cm-1 may be a 

bridging In-OH+-In, while ν3 at ~3550 cm-1 indicates a protonated 

In-OH2
+ for an In-OH with different Lewis basicity. The ν4 peak at 

~3485-3500 cm-1 is likely a hydroxyl group in a different surface 

site.[8a, 9] Under an atmosphere of D2, ν1, ν3 and ν4 shift to ν1’, ν3’ 

and ν4’, respectively (Figure 2d). 

 

Figure 3. Characterization of room temperature H2 heterolysis over rh-In2O3-

x(OH)y nanocrystals. (a) High-resolution XPS of In 3d core levels. (b) Ex situ 

solid-state 1H MAS-NMR spectra of rh-In2O3-x(OH)y nanocrystals, where ● 

(1.14 ppm) can be assigned as In-H- and ○ (4.05 ppm) can be assigned as In-

OH2
+. Condition: before (grey) and after (pink) exposed to H2 at atmospheric 

pressure and room temperature. 

 

The corresponding high resolution XPS results, for rh-In2O3-

x(OH)y exposed to H2 at room temperature, shows a slight 

positive energy shift is observed for the hydroxide region of O 1s 

peak, while the In 3d peaks show slight negative energy shifts 

(Figure 3a and Figure S4). Furthermore, the In Auger LMM 

core level spectra were recorded and confirms the oxidation 

state of indium to be In(III) (Figure S1c). On exposure of rh-

In2O3-x(OH)y to H2 at room temperature, no visible change occurs 

to its yellowish colour, in accord with its optical spectrum, which 

shows no change in the UV absorption edge and remains non-

absorbing in the Vis-NIR spectral range (Figure S5). Similarly, 

the solid state 1H MAS NMR spectrum displays the growth of 

two new peaks: one with a chemical shift with respect to the 

adamantane reference at around 4.05 ppm, close to the peak at 

5.1 ppm observed from pristine rh-In2O3-x(OH)y, and the other 

with a chemical shift at 1.14 ppm (Figure 3b). During the 

process of heterolysis of H2, In•••In-OH + H2  In-OH2
+•••In-H-, 

the Lewis base site In-OH becomes protonated, InOH2
+ and 

induces a negative shift of In-OH from 5.1 ppm to the shoulder 

peak at 4.05 ppm, and the new peak at 1.14 ppm is associated 

with the formation of In-H-.[10] Notably, the in situ electron 

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum of H2 treated rh-In2O3-

x(OH)y at both room temperature and 77 K displays no sign of 

paramagnetic species, and remains silent following H2 treatment 

(Figure S6). The absence of a conduction electron signal 

around g=2.0 (3350 G) supports the heterolytic dissociation 

model of the H2 molecule into charge-balancing H+ and H-. 
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Figure 4. Illustration of the heterolysis and homolysis reaction pathways for 

the dissociation of H2 on the SFLP in rh-In2O3-x(OH)y. (a) H2 heterolysis forms 

proton and hydride charge-balancing surface sites. (b) H2 homolysis forms two 

protons and two charge-balancing electrons. 

The surface of rh-In2O3-x(OH)y contains hydroxide groups and 

coordinately unsaturated indium sites, as illustrated in Figure 4. 

Chemically, these sites behave as a Lewis base and a Lewis 

acid, respectively, and together represent a SFLP, thought to 

play a key role in catalyzing the hydrogenation of CO2 to CO and 

CH3OH.[3l]  

The first step in the catalytic cycle is purported to involve 

heterolysis of H2 on the SFLP, as shown in Figure 4a, 

comprised of a proton bound to the hydroxide Lewis base site 

and a charge-balancing hydride attached to the coordinately 

unsaturated Lewis acid indium site. While the heterolysis 

scheme receives strong support from Density Functional Theory 

(DFT) simulations for both the ground and excited state reaction 

pathways, there currently exists no direct experimental evidence 

of its validity over a single component heterogeneous SFLP 

catalyst[3e, 4a, 5]. 

In this context, an alternative reaction pathway for H2 activation 

that warrants consideration involves homolysis, as shown in 

Figure 4b. In this scheme, H2 dissociates into two protons 

bound to hydroxide and/or oxide sites together with two charge-

balancing electrons. The fate of these electrons could be 

multifold and include reduction of indium, trapping in oxygen 

vacancies and delocalized conduction bands.  

The collected results obtained by the five analytical probes used 

in this study, shed new light on the reaction pathway that best 

describes the interaction of H2 at room temperature with the 

SFLP in rh-In2O3-x(OH)y.   

To amplify, the DRIFTS results (Figure 2a and 2c) show the 

growth of new vibrational modes in the hydride region (ϕ1 to ϕ6) 

and hydroxyl region (ν1 to ν4), which all show the diagnostic D2 

isotope shift, (D/H) = 2, expected for vibrational modes 

involving hydrogen motion in hydroxyl and hydride species 

(Figure 2b and 2d). 

There is no doubt H2 is being dissociated on the SFLP of rh-

In2O3-x(OH)y, however the ambiguity here is that the assigned 

indium hydride stretching mode, while in the expected frequency 

range, is difficult to unequivocally differentiate from an indium 

hydroxyl deformation mode, anticipated in the same range. 

The high resolution XPS O 1s core level ionization potentials of 

rh-In2O3-x(OH)y can be resolved into three peaks assigned to 

oxide around 529.54 eV (OI), oxygen vacancy at 531.11 eV (OII) 

and hydroxyl at 532.03 eV (OIII) (Figure 1d). The line widths of 

these O 1s peaks are often broad and asymmetric because of 

multiple site occupancies of oxide, oxygen vacancies and 

hydroxyl in the surface and bulk regions of nanostructured rh-

In2O3-x(OH)y. The effective positive charge of the proton bonded 

to the oxide site of the hydroxyl causes the O 1s ionization 

potentials to shift to higher energy than the lattice oxide. In 

addition, the presence of an oxygen vacancy in the oxide 

coordination sphere of indium enhances binding of the 

remaining oxides to the indium, which is manifested as a shift to 

higher energy of the O 1s ionization potentials but lower than the 

O 1s of hydroxyl (Figure S4). The corresponding high resolution 

In 3d XPS results for nanostructured In2O3-x(OH)y exposed to H2 

at room temperature is shown in Figure 3a. The In 3d3/2,5/2 spin-

orbit components are found to have ionization potentials around 

443.97 eV. The C 1s energy range of rh-In2O3-x(OH)y shows a 

small amount of adventitious surface carbon around 284.5 eV, 

which is used as an energy calibration references (Figure S1c). 

Analogous to the O 1s line widths, these In 3d line widths are 

similarly broad and asymmetric because of multiple site 

occupancies in the surface and bulk of rh-In2O3-x(OH)y.  

On exposure of rh-In2O3-x(OH)y to H2 at room temperature, a 

dramatic increase in the intensity and slight shift to high energy 

for the O 1s ionization potentials of the hydroxyl (Figure S4). 

This observation flags the dissociation of H2 on the surface of rh-

In2O3-x(OH)y with concomitant protonation and generation of 

additional hydroxides. Concurrently, the In 3d3/2,5/2 peaks 

undergo a notable shift to lower energy, implying the indium is 

experiencing a lower effective nuclear charge (Figure 3a). This 

behavior could arise from a coordinately unsaturated Lewis 

acidic surface indium site bonded to a highly nucleophilic 

hydride formed by heterolysis of H2 on the SFLP site, which 

charge balances yet must dominate over the opposing effect of 

hydroxide or oxide protonation (Figure 4). Alternatively, 

homolysis of H2 on hydroxide or oxide surface sites protonates 

these sites. The associated injection of charge balancing 

electrons into indium, oxygen vacancy or conduction band states 

could cause the In 3d3/2,5/2 peaks to shift to lower energy, 

providing it overrides the countering effect of oxide or hydroxyl 

protonation (Figure 4).  

The two new chemical shifts observed in the 1H MAS NMR 

provide some clarification of this hydroxyl-hydride ambiguity in 

the DRIFTS results (Figure 3b). The chemical shift around 4.05 

ppm, which is close to the peak at 5.1 ppm observed for pristine 

rh-In2O3-x(OH)y, signals a protonation of the oxygen of an In-OH 

or In-O-In site that can be associated with the dissociation of H2 

on the SFLP of rh-In2O3-x(OH)y. The other chemical shift 

observed at 1.14 ppm is in the range anticipated for In-H-. Based 

on Lenz’s law, hydride is electron rich and is more shielded than 

reference adamantane, therefore typically hydrides occur at high 

field, which is low frequency. When hydride is bonded to a more 

electronegative element like indium (electronegativity: In>Ca), 

the hydride in In-H- should be less shielded than Ca-H- (~5 ppm) 

and therefore occur at a lower positive chemical shift than Ca-H-, 

as we observe. To further support this proposal, another more 

electronegative metal, Ag was reported able to dissociate H2 in 

an Ag-zeolite system and provide a new Ag-H peak at -0.1 ppm, 

which is more negative than the one we observed.[11] On the 

other hand, the proton in In-OH2
+ appears shielded relative to In-

OH as seen by the up-field chemical shift, could be evidence for 

proximal/adjacent Lewis base-Lewis acid in the SFLP In-

OH2
+…In-H- where the hydride near to the protons make them 

seem more electron rich than when they are well apart/isolated, 

and hence appear up-field rather than downfield. Assuming the 
1H MAS NMR proton and hydride assignments are correct, one 
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can deduce that the heterolytic H2 dissociation pathway on the 

SFLP of rh-In2O3-x(OH)y is most favored.  

The absence of any changes to the optical absorption edge and 

lack of any absorption in the visible to near infrared spectral 

range of rh-In2O3-x(OH)y, following exposure to H2 at room 

temperature, implies that its electronic band structure is hardly 

perturbed (Figure S5).[12] This observation supports the 

heterolysis model with maintenance of proton-hydride charge-

balance and diamagnetism. Evidence for the latter deduction 

stems from the lack of any EPR signals diagnostic of unpaired 

electrons localized on the indium sites, trapped in oxygen 

vacancies or delocalized in conduction band states (Figure S6). 

A few points worth mentioning that provide additional support for 

the heterolysis model, described in detail in a forthcoming paper, 

include the notable air stability of the H2 treated rh-In2O3-x(OH)y, 

the formation of both bicarbonate and formate with CO2, 

production of formyl with CO, and reaction with C2H4 to form a 

surface ethyl functional group. 

In conclusion, the accrued results of a suite of five insightful 

spectroscopy probes, DRIFTS, XPS, 1H MAS NMR, EPR and 

UV-Vis-NIR, have provided a new window into how gaseous H2 

interacts with nanostructured rh-In2O3-x(OH)y at room 

temperature. Conclusions drawn from the integrated information 

derived from these analytical techniques lean towards the 

heterolysis over the homolysis reaction pathway. Inelastic 

neutron scattering and extended X-ray absorption fine structure 

studies, taken in conjunction with H-D kinetic isotope 

measurements, could provide additional structure and reactivity 

detail about the surface chemistry of the FLP in rh-In2O3-x(OH)y. 
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